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CREATED COACHING

 MISSION

To move teams and organizations to

a new level of commitment,

engagement and performance

Team Coaching for Transformations



YOUR WHY Would you like to provide your team

with additional support through these

challenging times?

Are you worried about your

business’s productivity?

Do you witness an increase in

absence due to physical and mental

health reasons?
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HOW DO WE CHANGE THIS?

Created Coaching offers an innovative

approach to Workplace Wellness and

Leadership Coaching.

I believe in improving each individual's

performance through enhanced

holistic wellbeing, providing sessions

and knowledge to nurture and

increase physical and mental health!

CREATED COACHING



  Goal
Equipping individuals and

leaders with the necessary

life skills to adapt to

challenging situations

results in greater life and

work balance and

satisfaction.

We all want to feel cared

for and appreciated. Team

members that experience

beneficial trainings and

personal development are

actively increasing their

company's performance.

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION AND

PRODUCTIVITY

COMPANY PERFORMANCE

CREATED COACHING

  Win : Win



KEY OFFERINGS

01 Workplace Wellness Program

02
Customized Seminars and

Trainings

Horse-Guided Leadership

Training and Teambuilding
03



Workplace

Wellness

Program
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Workplace

Wellness

Program

The Workplace Wellness Program consists of 6

Modules, which have been carefully designed to

greatly enhance your team members' wellbeing,

but to also fit into their busy schedules. 

The 60 min sessions are available online or in

person.



WORKPLACE WELLNESS

6 sessions for optimal mental and physical health at work!

Mindfulness at work

Breathing 101

Back Pain Prevention

Power Breaks

Chair Yoga

Desktop Optimization



Customized

Seminars and

Trainings

Your Team is unique, and

so are the customized

seminars, workshops,

coaching- and training-

solutions. 
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CUSTOMIZED WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Solutions as unique as you!

No cookie-cutter approach, but

individually created sessions to

transform your team!

Together we

discuss your

specific needs.

The happier each individual in a team,

the greater the overall success!

Experience

performance

improvement.



Customized

workshops

and seminars

After an initial need analysis I will propose different

customized solutions.

These workshops and trainings are highly effective

tools to promote teambuilding, unique employee

satisfaction & wellbeing and transform your team to a

well-rounded group of individuals working together

smoothly, effectively and efficiently .



Horse-Guided

Leadership and

Team Building
A truly unique approach to enhance Leadership

Skills and Teambuilding!

CREATED COACHING AND MSB CONNECT



Horse-Guided

Empowerment

Teambuilding

These sessions are co-facilitated by MSB Connect.

This training provides the space and time to meet in a

safe and open place, and to get to know and understand

your colleagues on a deeper level.

We will focus on the emotional aspects that cannot be

transmitted via remote working, to build a team that can

trust each other.



HORSE-GUIDED EMPOWERMENT

Enhancing Leadership Skills

Leadership

Decision Making

Change Management

The sessions can focus on specific core

competencies. Simply let us know what

your team needs right now:

Treat your team to this truly

unforgettable and enriching experience!



Success Stories -

What the clients say

"As the Deputy Head of Human Resources at New York University Abu Dhabi

(NYUAD), I am an advocate for creating a positive and healthy workplace

culture for everyone. 

Natascha has played an instrumental role providing expertise, practical

solutions and leadership in the area of workplace wellness. She has bought

creativity and made spaces for our employees to take time out during their

day by developing workplace strategies that focus on mental & physical

wellbeing. Examples include the introduction of 'power breaks' across a

number of departments, 'deskercise' routines, yoga and meditation. As a

qualified coach Nastacha has equipped our employees with tools to help them

create healthy daily habits that lead to reduced stress, better focus and

increased morale."

THERESA POWELL

DEPUTY CHIEF FOR

PEOPLE AND

PERFORMANCE



Success Stories -

What the clients say

"Corporate wellness initiatives come and go, but Natascha’s approach is not only highly

impactful, it also has sustainable benefits. When she and I worked together for some

years, she introduced a program that made a significant impact on our HR team, and

across our organization. 

As Director for Learning & OD, I was intrigued by her proposition: “Introduce short

meditative sessions for staff in the course of the working day, and you will see a

decrease in stress and an increase in productivity.” 

Calling them POWER BREAKS, we invited staff to participate in a 5-minute meditation,

twice a week, led by Natascha. Together with a fair number of staff, I took up the

invitation. I was quite amazed at the impact this had on me and the team. Besides the

immediate benefit of the relaxation and breathing, I found the effects stayed with me

through the rest of the day, leaving me more focused and productive. This led me to

explore further, and I am now a regular meditator, still getting the benefit of something

started by Natascha, many years later.

I highly recommend her holistic approach to wellness and coaching."

CECIL MURRAY

DIRECTOR OF

LEARNING AND

ORGANIZATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT



Success Stories -

What the clients say

"The horse guided empowerment was an eye opener. It

truly reflects intentions and emotions and therefore

separates them from rational thoughts.

Natascha is a good listener and always ready to customize

solutions in a private as well as corporate setting."

KARIN WILLEKENS

PROCUREMENT -

STRATEGIC

SOURCING



Contact 

 

 
and plan your team transformation!

tash@created-coaching.com

www.created-coaching.com

+971 50 1821 961



Your
Transformation
Facilitator

Founder and Director, 

Created Coaching

Natascha Enriquez Natascha Enriquez has  changed people’s

lives in the Fitness and Wellness industry for

over 15 years.

After her first degree in Fitness Management,

she furthered her education continuously,

finally achieving a postgraduate diploma in

Sports and Exercise Science and Medicine. 

Natascha is an ICF certified Life Coach

(Results Certified Coaching and Organizational

Relationships and Systems Coach).

She has successfully coached many clients

from all backgrounds, is a keynote speaker,

motivational speaker and online coach. 

Natascha is a certified Horse-Guided

Empowerment Facilitator.

At the core of her coaching methodology is

education about physiological principles and

self-empowerment.

Moreover, she is passionate about enabling

individuals to be in charge of their own path to

an improved lifestyle and goal setting

process.



Your co-
facilitator for
horse guided
empowerment

Founder and Director, 

MSB Connect

Monica Kubic



I look forward to

meeting you and

your team!

              Truly yours,
              Natascha


